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Abstract—This paper represents a departure from the conventional methods of design and analysis of clocked storage elements
that rely on minimizing a fixed energy–delay metric. Instead it
establishes a systematic comparison in the energy–delay design
space based on the parameters of the surrounding blocks. We
define the composite energy-efficient characteristic over all storage
element topologies and identify the most efficient storage element
depending on its position on the composite characteristic relative
to other topologies within a pipeline stage. Thus, we show that
an optimal design could use a mixed variety of clocked storage
elements (CSEs) depending on their placement in the pipeline and
critical path. Since a well-designed system has hardware intensities
balanced for a given cycle, a CSE choice will be made depending
on the pipeline and path intensities. We show that a meaningful
comparison can be carried out only by acknowledging that the
optimal design and choice of the clocked storage elements depends
heavily on the application, and by analyzing the energy and delay
of the clocked storage elements in context of this application.
The analysis in the energy–delay space allows us to understand
some intuitive design choices in a quantitative way and to identify
the optimal storage element topologies for an arbitrary system
specification.
Index Terms—Clocked storage elements, energy delay optimization, flip-flops, VLSI, power consumption, registers, circuit
tuning, circuit optimization, delay effects, circuit analysis, integrated circuit design, CMOS digital integrated circuits, energy
measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE performance scaling over past two decades was enabled by the wide use of the pipelining concept in the processor architecture. The principle of the pipelining technique is
to divide the logic needed to perform an operation (e.g., instruction execution, floating point multiplication, etc.) into stages,
and to perform the operation in clock cycles. Each stage performs the portion of the logic operation based on the output of
the previous stage(s), computed in the previous cycle(s). The
computed results are stored for the next cycle, or, depending
on the strategy, for a portion of the cycle in clocked storage elements (flip-flops or latches). In this way, consecutive data sets
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evaluate at the same time, each in a separate pipeline stage. As a
result, the pipeline throughput—defined as the rate of producing
consecutive results—is increased by a factor slightly less than
. At the same time, the latency of the operation, or the delay
between applying the input data to the pipeline and producing
the results, is increased due to the delay of the storage elements
introduced in the signal path.
As the performance targets in the processor market cannot
be accommodated by the technology scaling only, the designers routinely resort to reducing the number of logic gates
per pipeline stage, deepening the pipeline, and increasing the
clock frequency. In such designs, the clocked storage elements
(CSEs) used for pipeline synchronization occupy an increasingly large portion of the clock cycle and total power. Since the
CSEs are not performing any useful logic function, this method
quickly results in diminishing returns in terms of performance.
Hence, this trend provides a strong motivation for considerable
research interest in the performance and power consumption of
the CSEs [1]–[8]. In practice, the design direction of increasing
the number of pipeline stages and reducing the numbers of
gates per stage has several fundamental problems. As shown in
[9], deep pipelines are operating at a power-inefficient design
point and the CSEs are responsible for most of the overheads in
both energy and delay. However, in a typical high-performance
design, the computer architects tend to choose the pipeline
depth that promises the highest performance, or merely the
highest achievable frequency in a given technology based on
ad hoc design rules. If needed, the processor power is usually
addressed only at a later stage of the design by scaling voltage
or frequency down until the design falls below the power
budget limit. It was shown [9] that this approach is drastically
suboptimal, i.e., that other designs exist that deliver the same
performance (not necessarily the same clock frequency) at a
much lower power, or much higher performance at the same
power.
In addition, the interconnects performance improvements
has been consistently smaller than that of the transistor over
the last few years. Because of this interconnect inefficiency,
the energy needed for clock generation, distribution, and CSEs
becomes an increasingly significant factor in the total energy
break–up, making the circuit design of the clocking subsystem
a decisive factor of the overall system performance [9]. Yet,
there does not exist a basic understanding of the optimum
CSE design point as a function of the particular logic design,
clock frequency, and underlying technology. Typically, the
CSE topologies are compared either by the smallest possible
delay, or preferably, by minimizing some energy–delay metrics,
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such as energy–delay product. Once the “best” candidates are
identified, the CSE may be used at the minimum metric point,
or further design of the CSE may involve transistor-size tuning
to minimize energy while achieving specified delay at given
fixed input size and output load. As indicated by Zyuban et
al. [10], the CSEs should be optimized for the metric that
maximizes the overall performance depending on the energy
and delay break-up between the CSEs and the associated logic
block within a pipeline stage. Since the optimum break-up
conditions are unknown in advance, we propose to extend this
work to address the most important question in the design of
the clocked storage elements: given the application and the set
of candidate storage elements, what is the best choice of the
CSE topology and what is its optimal design point in terms of
transistor sizing? In subsequent works, Zyuban [7] proposes
comparing the CSEs based on energy efficient characteristics
with fixed input size and output load which is a significant
improvement versus metric-based comparisons. However, this
work does not capture the effect of the loading conditions on
the CSE comparison which is necessary for determining the
Energy and Delay break-up between CSEs and logic. Heo and
Asanovic [11] propose a CSE comparison with varying loads;
however, they do not proceed to study the effect of the pipeline
stage and cycle time specification on the optimum CSE choice.
Dao et al. [12] study the dependence of the optimum sizing of
the pipeline stages on the load interface, but do not extend their
work on the analysis and design choice of the CSEs within a
pipeline stage. This paper presents a comparison and analysis
of the CSEs based on their energy–delay characteristics and
a particular application. The notion of CSE performance is
extended by using the composite energy–delay characteristics
over an entire collection of CSEs [7] and by formulating the
natural target application of each individual CSE. A quantitative method for optimal cycle time break–up is defined
on the system level and based on practical environment and
system parameters constraints, that is, the combined effect of
the varying delay target for the CSE and varying CSE load
due to the changing operating point of the logic block with the
target cycle time must be accounted for to achieve a meaningful
quantitative analysis.
Section II presents the new comparison methodology by
showing how the analysis of a single CSE needs to be carried
out to be compared with other CSEs. In Section III, we present
a selection of widely used CSEs in the industry, and also in
this section we explore how various key design choices can be
made early on in the design process for certain CSE topologies.
Section IV shows a comparative analysis of CSEs in a pipeline
stage under two different system conditions. These two cases
point out how CSE selection can be affected by the system. Additionally, we show quantitatively how a classic energy–delay
product (EDP) comparison relates to this work.
II. COMPARISON METHODOLOGY
In this work, a new CSE comparison methodology is introduced: Instead of using isolated test bench conditions for
the CSEs compared, we propose to quantitatively evaluate the
performance of each particular CSE topology within a given

pipeline stage. The procedure to achieve this is explained as
follows.
1. Extract the energy characteristic of a single CSE with
varying internal transistor sizes but with fixed input and
output loads.
2. Reproduce this characteristic for a range of input and
output conditions. This set of characteristics represents all
the necessary data to evaluate the energy–delay performance of that particular CSE. (Note that some comparative
work can be executed at this stage for clearly less efficient
designs as shown in Section III.)
3. Extract the energy efficient characteristic of the pipeline
stage logic block of interest. To simplify the comparison
procedure, the minimum energy envelope of energy–delay
curves can be used.
4. Combine the data of each CSE characteristic with each
point of the logic characteristic to create a single pipeline
stage characteristic with its delay being the clock cycle.
5. Reproduce steps 1 to 4 for each CSE analyzed and plot
all the pipeline stage characteristics together to create the
composite characteristics of the candidate CSEs for that
pipeline stage.
By choosing the clock frequency target or the energy
consumption target, this technique would reveal which CSE
topology is best, which internal transistor sizing is best for
that topology, what is the optimum interface load between
the CSE and the logic, and, consequently, what should be the
electrical effort on the logic. Effectively, this method matches
the hardware intensities [10] of the pipeline register and logic
block, which in return leads to a meaningful CSE comparison.
A. Energy-Efficient Characteristic Extraction
In order to understand the energy–delay tradeoff of a CSE, we
observe its energy-efficient characteristic, or dominant characteristic (Fig. 1), which consists of all points in the energy–delay
space that yield the smallest energy of all points with same
delay, or equivalently, all points that yield the smallest delay of
all points with the same energy for a fixed input size and fixed
output load [10]. Energy–delay characteristics can be obtained
by varying technology, circuit, and architectural parameters
such as threshold voltage, transistor sizes, and supply voltage.
In this paper, we will use only the transistor sizing as the
independent parameter for the energy–delay tradeoff. In Fig. 1,
each UltraSPARC flip-flop design (USPARC, [13]) evaluated
is represented by a point with its delay being the minimum
D-to-Q delay at the optimum setup time and its energy being the
average energy of the CSE at 25% data activity. The simulation
details and assumptions are presented in the Appendix. The
points on the steep part of the energy-efficient characteristic,
labeled “high energy sensitivity region”, are obtained using
larger and more aggressive transistor sizing. Similarly, the
points in the flat part of the energy–delay (ED) characteristic,
labeled “high delay sensitivity region”, are obtained using
smaller transistor sizing configurations. Potentially, any one of
the energy-efficient design points can be the optimum point
since each one achieves different delay and energy results
for this input and output configuration. Hence, the minimum
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Fig. 1. Energy-efficient characteristic for a single CSE topology with fixed input size and fixed output load.

EDP design may not be the particular sizing solution that is
representative of that CSE for comparison purposes [1].
B. Set of Energy-Efficient Characteristic Under Various Input
and Output Loads
Previous CSE topology comparisons based on a simple metric
such as ED P—where is a constant and if
the metric
is then EDP—or even energy-efficient characteristics assume
similar gain and load conditions but show widely different energy and delay performance results. However, because a CSE
is a small structure with usually about 15 to 20 transistors, the
ED performance is greatly dependent on both input and output
loading conditions [11]. So, in order to make use of the CSE
in the design of a pipeline stage, the energy-efficient characteristics should be generated for varying input sizes and output
loads. Furthermore, within a pipeline block, the optimum choice
of a logic stage gain and load is dependent on the other logic
stages’ gain and load because it directly determines the ED performance of that logic stage [12]. Since comparing design points
with different energy and delay performance implies different
gain and load conditions for each point, comparing CSEs under
same gain and load can be misleading. When the energy characteristics are produced for a range of input and output load as
shown in Fig. 2, a complete data set of the potentially good designs is obtained. It becomes clear from Fig. 2 that the usage
of any metric is impractical since all the characteristics cover a
wide range of delay and energy targets.
C. Energy-Efficient Characteristic of the Logic Block
To thoroughly optimize the pipeline stage, the type of data
produced in Fig. 2 must also be provided for the logic. However,
because the objective of this work is to compare CSEs, we limit
the logic block analysis to a single output load and the logic is
optimized for minimum energy consumption [12]. The resulting
information is an envelope of logic block energy–delay curves

shown as the energy-minimized points in Fig. 3. To give an idea
of the energy range of this logic block, the results of the logical
effort design strategy [14] are also shown in gray. Along the
energy-minimized envelope, the maximum input capacitance of
the logic block varies. The logic block example for this work
is a 32-bit Kogge–Stone adder (KSA, [15]). For the purpose of
comparing CSEs, it is necessary to have an understanding of
the ED behavior versus input/output load of the logic attached
to the CSEs. To be able to carry out a meaningful comparison,
the logic ED characteristic can be a rough estimate.
D. Pipeline Stage Energy–Delay Characteristic for a
Particular CSE Topology
The objective is to combine the information from a particular
CSE topology (Fig. 2) and a logic block of interest (Fig. 3) to get
the ED characteristic of the pipeline stage for one CSE topology
as shown in Fig. 4. Each design point for the adder, from the
minimum energy envelope shown in Fig. 3, is combined with
the CSE characteristic at the respective interface load. The interface load is the CSE output load which, in the case of the Fig. 4
pipeline stage, is also the adder input load. The stage delay is
simply the addition of the CSE D-to-Q delay and the logic critical path delay; however, the energy evaluation is more complex.
Because logic blocks such as adders are never perfectly regular,
each bit of the adder has a different input capacitance. If exactly
the same CSE is used for every bit, including the critical path
bit(s), a large amount of energy would be spent by the registers
unnecessarily. Theoretically, each CSE of the pipeline register
should be tailored for each bit of the adder. In high-end pipelined
processors, the registers usually contain a maximum of 8–10 different sizes. To reduce the complexity in this work, we assume
the registers contain only a maximum of 2–3 different sizes of
the same CSE topology. The pipeline register energy quantification can be done by directly looking up the CSE design which
achieves the same delay target as the critical path in Fig. 2, but
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Fig. 2. Set of energy-efficient characteristic for a single CSE topology under various input and output loads.

Fig. 3. Energy–delay characteristics of a Kogge–Stone adder.

Fig. 4. Pipeline stage diagram.

on the ED characteristic with the appropriate interface load. For
example, to combine the KSA design at the 8- m interface load

(10.2 FO4, 4.8 pJ point in Fig. 3) with the CSE shown in Fig. 2
with a 3- m maximum input (all the design points shown by
squares), the delay of each energy-efficient CSE design of the
8- m interface load characteristic is simply offset by 10.2 FO4.
However, for the energy, 42 inputs of the KSA adder have a load
between 8 m and 5 m, 18 between 5 m and 3.5 m, and five
below 3.5 m. Then the register contains, respectively, only 42
CSEs from the 8- m CSE characteristic, 18 from the 5- m characteristic, and five from the 3.5- m characteristic. The designs
chosen from the 5- m and 3.5- m characteristics (not shown
in Fig. 2 for clarity) must achieve at least the same delay as the
8- m design but yield significantly lower energy consumption.
For this reason, the logic input load distribution can skew the
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Fig. 5. Pipeline-stage energy–delay characteristic for a particular CSE topology with varying interface load.

energy results depending on the logic topology. The combination of this KSA logic design point with the 8- m CSE energy
characteristic results in one characteristic of the pipeline stage
8 m, shown in Fig. 5).
with a fixed interface load (
Once each logic block design point is paired with the appropriate CSE energy–delay characteristics, only some of the resulting designs are actually of interest, as shown by the bold
points in Fig. 5. In fact, along this envelope of characteristics,
the interface load is changing and effectively being optimized
for the clock frequency or energy budget of choice. This happens because only a subset of the minimum energy designs are
actually efficient for a specific interface load, as shown in black
versus gray in Fig. 5. This black envelope represents accurately
what a particular CSE topology can do in terms of energy–delay
performance for a particular logic block within a pipeline stage.
For example, with a stage delay target of 15 FO4, if we limit our
design choices to the USPARC flip-flop for the CSE and KSA
for the logic, the results in Fig. 5 indicate the following: the
adder input load should be minimum (2.5 m), the CSE should
be minimum size, the adder delay should be reduced to meet
the delay target while keeping its 2.5- m input load and the energy penalty for doing this is the best compromise. If we assume
the optimum interface load is already known, this method saves
9% of the total energy versus the classic EDP minimum design
choice for this CSE structure. Reciprocally, for an energy target
of 4.5 pJ, the clock cycle can be reduced by 10% by increasing
the interface load to 3.5 m and choosing the CSE sizing that
meets the energy target. If the CSE topology choice is extended,
not only can the best sizing for a CSE be chosen, but the best
topology can also be chosen. So, by using this method for several representative CSEs, a set of final CSE characteristics can
be produced and compared fairly on a single energy–delay plot.
In this section, we have shown how to obtain a meaningful
representation of the energy–delay performance of a single CSE
which can be compared to other CSEs. This CSE performance

Fig. 6. Circuit and transistor sizing of (a) semi dynamic flip-flop (SDFF), and
(b) UltraSPARC implementation of the SDFF (USPARC).

representation is bound to a particular pipeline stage and a fair
comparison can only be carried out in the case studies presented
in Section IV. However, a stand-alone analysis of a particular
CSE can be performed as shown in Fig. 2. In the next section,
we show that such analysis can be sufficient to either discard a
topology or indicate quantitatively key design choices.

III. ENERGY-EFFICIENT STORAGE ELEMENTS, DESIGN
AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
In this section, we describe several representative clocked
storage elements commonly used, as well as several recently
published structures. Single-ended CSEs fall into three major
groups: dynamic structures, explicitly pulsed latches, and
master–slave latches [2]. The advantage of our quantitative
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Fig. 7. SDFF versus USPARC topologies: Quantitative analysis.

evaluation, as shown in Figs. 2 and 5, is the design space understanding of various circuit features from an ED performance
perspective.
A. Semi-Dynamic Flip-Flop and Its UltraSPARC
Implementation
The semi-dynamic flip-flop (SDFF, [16], Fig. 6(a)) is the concept flip-flop used in Sun UltraSPARC-III microprocessor. Its
operation is based on generating the short timing window after
the rising edge of the clock, determined by the delay through the
two inverters I4 and I3, and the NAND gate N1. The first stage
of the SDFF is a dynamic logic-like circuit that keeps the voltage
of the node at the level evaluated in the transparency window
until the clock Clk switches low. This allows the faster operation
and use of a simpler TSPC-style [17] dynamic-to-static latch in
the second stage. Its dynamic circuit design yields high speed
and a limited logic embedding capability, highly desirable in
high-performance applications. The small delay of the SDFF is
paid for by its large energy, mainly consumed for switching the
clock pulse generator and high-activity highly loaded dynamic
node .
The actual SDFF implementation (USPARC, [13], Fig. 6(b))
was redesigned to reduce the impact of soft error hazards.
The modifications mainly consist in making the dynamic node
keeper conditional, which has the added benefit of having it
not fighting the first stage. This feature decreases the energy
consumption by 5 fJ if we keep the same transistor sizing as
shown in Fig. 7. However, by optimizing the transistor widths
further (Fig. 6(b)), another 5 fJ can be saved (Fig. 7). Additionally, the 2x input characteristic becomes more energy efficient,
which is the reason why the 1x input characteristic seems
less efficient for the USPARC than the SDFF. This happens
because the first stage does not need to fight the keeper in the
USPARC, hence, more transistor width can be assigned to the
evaluation path rather than the pre–charge path while keeping

Fig. 8. Circuit and transistor sizing of the implicitly pulsed flip-flop (IPP).

Fig. 9. Circuit and transistor sizing of the skew-tolerant flip-flop (STFFSE).

the same capacitive load level on . This comparison on the
same plot was possible because of the similarities between the
two structures and mainly because the impact of the topology
differences happens in terms of energy only.
B. Other Dynamic Structures
Two other dynamic flip-flop variants are considered in this
work: the implicitly pulsed flip-flop with push-pull latch (IPP,
[5], Fig. 8) which presents low energy characteristics, and the
single-ended skew-tolerant flip-flop (STFFSE, [18], Fig. 9)
which presents high-speed properties.
The IPP explicitly generates both set and reset signals for
the second-stage latch from the single-ended pulse generator.
The circuit for the generation of the reset signal is at the same
time used as part of the shut-off circuit in the pulse generator.
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This reuse of the latch reset simplifies the implementation of the
flip-flop versus the USPARC and also reduces the switching activity of the nodes CK1, , and CK3 in Fig. 8. This conditional
shut-off feature reduces total energy of the flip-flop, with no effect on the functionality since the node has already switched
low. However, the critical path of the CSE is now through
which induces a delay penalty versus the USPARC, but this is
largely compensated by the fact that is driving a single-stack
nMOS (M7) with no short-circuit current from the pMOS (M5).
The main advantage of the IPP over other flip-flops remains the
large gain achievable by the second-stage latch. This large latch
gain allows for smaller load presented to the first-stage pulse
generator, and consequently lower energy consumption for the
same delay.
The STFFSE is based on the regenerative pulse at the node
that is asserted after each falling edge of the clock. If the input
is high at the time the pulse is asserted, the node is discharged,
by opening the
which in turn extends the pulse at the node
pull-up path through transistors M4 and M6. If the input is
low at the time the pulse at the node
is asserted, the node
stays high and the node
quickly switches low after the delay
through inverters I1–I3. In this way, the flip-flop is transparent
to the transition at the input during the duration of the regenerative pulse, which enables the soft clock edge property and
allows for clock uncertainty absorption [2]. The second stage
of the flip-flop is the dynamic-to-static latch that consists of the
NAND gates N1 and N2, with clock input as the default reset.
In addition to the soft clock edge property, the single-ended
skew-tolerant flip-flop is fast as the critical path consists of a
domino-like gate with an nMOS stack of only two transistors
and a simple high-gain latch. However, the high speed is traded
for the large energy consumption due to the generation of the
regenerative clock pulses and the high activity of the heavily
loaded nodes and .
C. Transmission-Gate Pulsed Latch
The transmission-gate pulsed latch (TGPL, Fig. 10), used in
several generations of Intel processors [19], is the straightforward implementation of the pulsed latch topology [2], [4]. It
consists of a clock pulse generator that provides a pulse and
its complement to a conventional transmission-gate transparent
1
0 pulse at
latch. The pulse generator creates a short 0
after the rising edge of the clock Clk. The duration
the node
of this pulse is determined by the propagation delay through the
three inverters in Fig. 10. The TGPL is regarded to be among the
fastest storage elements, as its critical path consists of a single
transparent latch. This short delay is obtained at the expense of
large hold time and relatively large power consumption, dominated by the power of the pulse generator. When designing a
pulsed latch, particular care must be paid to the pulse generator.
In order to prevent pulse distortion and ensure proper operation,
. Furthera typical fanout-of-2 (FO2) slope is maintained on
more, it is typically required that the pulse is generated locally to
avoid pulse shrinkage and to reduce the effects of the noise. For
the same reason, the pulse generator is somewhat overdesigned,
in order to ensure that the pulse has sufficient width over all
process corners, supply voltages, and operating temperatures.
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Fig. 10. Circuit and transistor sizing of the transmission-gate pulsed latch
(TGPL).

The TGPL is typically shown without the input inverter I6 and
presents the passgate to the input . This becomes a problem
when evaluating the input capacitance of the CSE since it varies
depending on the clock. When the pulse occurs, all the transistors on the data path from D-to-Q load directly the input .
Hence, setting a fixed input size basically fixes the size of the
CSE. For example, in this technology, the drain/source capacitance is equivalent to the gate capacitance and this topology has
eight transistors connected to the input. With a 3- m maximum
input, yielding 9 minimum-size units of gate capacitance, fixing
the input to 3 m would make the CSEs all minimum sized. Furthermore, fixing the input capacitances to 1 m or 2 m would
not be possible. However, by allowing the input capacitance to
be large, this CSE presents significant advantages in terms of
speed since it is only one stage. This advantage is further amplified with a small gain since the heavy parasitic capacitance, due
to the passgate and the keeper on the input, limits the gain efficiency of the output inverter. To illustrate this behavior quantitatively, the TGPL without the input inverter I6 was also analyzed
but with an input capacitance of up to 9 m.
Fig. 11 shows the energy–delay performance behavior versus
input and output capacitance when the input inverter I6 is removed. In the case of 14- m output load and 3 m input load,
the TGPL with the input inverter achieves up to 1 FO4 delay
improvement with similar energy spending. In the case of 2.5
m output load and 3- m input load, the TGPL without the
input inverter achieves better delay. Additionally, if the input
capacitance is increased, the TGPL without I6 can achieve 1
FO4 D-to-Q delay with a 2.5- m output and 1.4 FO4 D-to-Q
delay with a 14- m output. This implies the TGPL is likely to be
optimal under high CSE input capacitance. Yet, the ED performance of the TGPL with and without the input inverter is largely
dependent on the input/output conditions and no clear comparative conclusion can be drawn. If the energy–delay information
of the subsequent logic block is combined with the various fixed
input/output characteristics shown in Fig. 11, a clear single characteristic can be drawn. This characteristic would keep only the
best TGPL designs; hence the full pipeline analysis is necessary
here.
D. Master–Slave Latches
The master and slave latches are clocked with complementary clock phases, generated locally (for the same reason as
described for TGPL) in order to allow a fair comparison with
other storage elements. The transmission-gate master–slave
latch (TGMS, [20], Fig. 12) is a conventional master–slave
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Fig. 11. Effect of removing the input inverter of the TGPL on its energy–delay tradeoff versus input/output capacitance.

Fig. 12. Circuit and transistor sizing of the transmission-gate master–slave
latch (TGMS).

topology in which both master and slave latches are implemented using the transmission gates [2]. It is used in the
PowerPC 603 low-power processor [20], and it is generally
considered the most energy-efficient general-purpose storage
element topology. For the same reasons explained in the previous section, the inverter I1 has been added for small input
specifications. Although, when the TGMS performs better
without I1 for the same input capacitance, the inverter is removed. The ED space results for this CSE are shown in Fig. 14.
The write-port master–slave latch (WPMS, [21], Fig. 13)
works also like a classic master–slave structure. The implementation of each latch is inspired by a standard SRAM 6T
cell. Each side of the keeper is controlled by a single nMOS
or
if the latch is, respectively,
which is driven by
master or slave. When the clock opens both nMOS transistors
in a wordline manner, the keeper is push-pulled from each
side to change its state. The advantage of this structure is the
removal of the pMOS from the passgates, which decreases
the clock load and the parasitic capacitance on the datapath.
However, since the pMOS is missing, the keepers cannot be
conditional on the pull-up in order to bring the nodes ma and sl
to
when logic high is needed. The C MOS
from
master–slave latch has also been proposed [22], but was shown
to be inferior to TGMS [1], [2] in all cases [23].

Fig. 13. Circuit and transistor sizing of the write-port master–slave latch
(WPMS).

Fig. 14 shows the WPMS results in comparison to the TGMS
results. This comparison can be made here because the WPMS
is either similar or worse than the TGMS in all cases. In the
high energy sensitivity region of both the high and low output
load conditions, the two master–slave structures achieve equivalent energy–delay performance. On the other end, in the high
delay sensitivity region, the WPMS is consistently worse in energy than the TGMS by at most 3.5 fJ. This occurs because at
the minimum sizing condition, or close to it, the cost in energy
for nonconditional level-high keepers is greater than the savings
provided by the nMOS-only passgate. These results are consistent with the high and low ends of the output load range as
well as with other input restrictions (not shown in Fig. 14 for
clarity). In this case and range of system conditions, the WPMS
topology can be discarded without combining the data with the
logic. However, because this CSE structure reduces the clock
load by increasing the energy cost of changing the keeper state,
the WPMS is more appropriate than the TGMS for very low
input switching activities.
IV. CSE COMPARATIVE RESULTS FOR A PIPELINE STAGE CASE
The set of representative energy-efficient characteristics of a
CSE, as shown in Fig. 2 for USPARC, was generated for each
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Fig. 14. Direct comparison between TGMS and WPMS.

Fig. 15. Pipeline stage case study: Choice of the best CSE and interface load with a small input capacitance restriction to the stage.

CSE presented in Section III besides WPMS and SDFF. Then,
following the method in Section II, each CSE result was combined with the logic (KSA shown in Fig. 3) as shown in Fig. 5.
The presented comparison between the CSEs is true only in this
pipeline stage example; other system conditions or logic can
completely change the optimum CSE selection. The example
in Fig. 15 consists of a pipeline stage as shown in Fig. 4 with
the input capacitance fixed to at most 3- m gate width and an
output load of 40 m on the logic.
Fig. 15 shows that the composite curve of the best CSE designs is made of four CSEs: STFFSE, TGPL, IPP, and TGMS.

For a 3- m input specification, the TGPL with the input inverter
is more efficient than without, as seen in Fig. 11; on the other
hand, TGMS is more efficient without it. The best TGPL and
TGMS combinations are reported in Fig. 15. In general, because
the interface load is allowed to change, each CSE operates best
for a different range of interface load. STFFSE and TGPL are
expected to provide small delays, consequently their interface
load is expected to be high. Similarly, the IPP and TGMS are
typically low energy and slower design, thus the interface load
should be low. This intuitive result is proven to be true in both
cases in Fig. 15. Since this method explores all the best pos-
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Fig. 16. Pipeline stage case study: Choice of the best CSE and interface load with a large input capacitance restriction to the stage.

sible combinations between the logic and the CSE, the final results yield surprisingly similar ED performance for several CSE
topologies. Between 11.5 FO4 and 13 FO4, the dynamic structures and the TGPL provide essentially the same ED performance results within 2% of the best case, as shown in Fig. 15.
There are many factors responsible for this situation, but the
main controlling factors are the following.
• The USPARC and IPP have similar structures, and the
benefit of having a conditional clock in IPP makes sense
only for low energy designs, above 13 FO4 in Fig. 15. Because the IPP critical path is longer than the USPARC,
the energy savings are compensated by the extra energy
cost to improve the IPP speed versus the USPARC. This
results in similar ED performance for IPP and USPARC in
the high energy sensitivity region (below 13 FO4). Similarly, the STFFSE includes extra logic to increase its speed,
which makes it best suited for the high energy sensitivity
region. However, when it is sized down, the ED performance becomes similar to the other dynamic structures
(IPP, USPARC).
• The 3- m input limitation of the pipeline stage represents
an important penalty for the TGPL, which thrives on large
input capacitance as shown in Fig. 11. This constraint basically limits its speed because an additional inverter is necessary on the input to build the gain through the latch datapath. This basically holds back the TGPL in term of delay
to the same level as the USPARC.
In a second example, we increased the allowed input size of
the pipeline stage showed in Fig. 15 from 3 m to 9 m. The
results in Fig. 16 shows that the TGPL occupies a much larger
portion of the composite curve, indicating that it is more energy
efficient under larger input capacitance constraint. There are two
reasons for this.

• By having a 9- m input limitation, the input inverter of the
TGPL can be removed because the latch no longer needs
to build gain. Also, a larger input allows a better transistor
tuning flexibility for the first stages of both the TGPL and
the TGMS. This yields improvements in both energy and
delay.
• The dynamic structures cannot keep up with the speed improvement because the first stage of this type of flip-flop
is a footed domino gate and increasing the input implies
increasing the clock load. Thus, the speed gained from a
faster drive is compensated by a large clock energy consumption cost, resulting in non-energy-efficient designs.
In both Figs. 15 and 16, no single CSE represents an optimal
choice for all frequency or energy targets. Depending on the
input conditions, the distribution of the best CSE selection on
the composite curve varies greatly. However, from a comparison standpoint, it is necessary to relate the proposed method to
the commonly assumed EDP or single point analysis. Fig. 17
shows the corresponding design points chosen based on EDP
to their location within the energy–delay space of the pipeline
stage example of Fig. 15. The first limitation of a single point
comparison is the lack of information for intermediate design
targets. For example, if our stage delay target is 13 FO4 and only
the 14- m interface load EDP analysis is available, the designer
will choose the IPP EDP design point since the TGMS cannot
achieve such speed. However, for the 13 FO4 delay target, the
IPP designs optimized for the 5- m interface load can achieve
up to 23% energy saving (Fig. 17). Also, the EDP chosen design
may not even be optimal in any case. For example, the TGMS
and IPP designs used in the Fig. 17 EDP analysis are unrelated
to the actual energy-efficient designs. As shown in Fig. 15, the
IPP does not make sense for interface loads above 8 m and
the TGMS does not make sense for interface loads above 5 m.
Hence, any IPP or TGMS design optimized for 14 m cannot
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Fig. 17. Energy–delay performance relationship between an EDP comparison and this work for a set of CSE within a pipeline stage.

be optimal for that pipeline stage. Furthermore, if we look at
the TGMS EDP point in Fig. 17, both energy and delay targets
can be improved by at least 10% by selecting the IPP and by
reducing the interface load. This type of design decision can be
counterintuitive since IPP is a dynamic structure. On the other
hand, the STFFSE and TGPL EDP designs are part of the composite characteristic of the energy-efficient designs (shown in
bold in Fig. 15 and Fig. 17). This is expected since the EDP
comparison was made with a 14- m CSE output load, and this
interface load happens to be optimum in this region for that
pipeline. This brings us to the essential problem with metricor fixed-interface-based comparisons: Without the knowledge
of the optimum logic interface load, a set of CSE designs compared based on any fixed input and output load will yield several
irrelevant design options.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a consistent method for analyzing
CSEs in the entire energy–delay design space. It has shown
that the conventional comparison approaches based on the fixed
energy–delay metrics are incapable of identifying an optimal
design choice as they do not reflect any particular target application and exact specification of the CSEs. We have shown
that the optimal delay budget of the CSE is very sensitive to
the cycle time and the characteristic of the logic block in the
pipeline stage. We defined the composite energy-efficient characteristic over all storage element topologies and interface loads
that allow us to define the natural target application for all CSEs.
Our analysis studied the effects of the delay target, output load,
and input load restriction to the CSE performance in a quantitative manner. This analysis approach was demonstrated on a
group of state-of-the-art CSEs used in modern microprocessors
and a group of experimental CSEs in the context of a practical
application. Due to their fundamental structural advantage over

master-slave latches, flip-flops tend to offer the most energy-efficient solution and the best gain for high- and medium-speed
targets, while master–slave latches, which benefit from a simpler structure and low internal switching activity, perform the
best in the low-power region. The pulsed latch can also show energy efficiency, but only in pipeline stages where the CSE input
can be large. However, in the system perspective, in all but the
highest performance design targets, the low-power CSEs such
as TGMS or IPP tend to be the optimal or near-optimal choice.
In the most demanding applications, the high gain of the output
stage seems to be an important design parameter due to the large
loads that the CSE needs to drive. Although, for non-dynamic
structures, a large CSE input can mitigate the effect of a less
gain-efficient output stage. By using our comparison methodology versus a single point comparison, we have shown that
at least a 10% improvement in either energy or delay can be
achieved in most cases, and the energy of the whole pipeline
stage can be reduced by up to 23% in some cases.
We have shown that the increased complexity of our analysis
is well justified by the overall energy improvements it provides
for a given cycle time over the design methodologies based on
fixed metric and fixed delay budget. This paper has shown that
no single energy–delay metric is optimal for CSE comparison.

APPENDIX
SIMULATION METHODOLOGY AND ASSUMPTIONS
The primary goal of the simulation is to extract an accurate
set of energy-efficient configurations for each CSE over a range
of input sizes and output loads. Extracting these characteristics
includes layout and wire parasitic capacitance estimates, which
are re-evaluated for each combination of transistor sizes. The
technology model used is a 130-nm process with a fanout-of-4
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for the latching edge time, rising or falling depending on the
CSE, and stands for the CSE optimum setup time.

(1)

Fig. 18. Load flexible CSE simulation setup.

(FO4) delay of 45 ps. The granularity of the transistor width is
set to 0.32 m, which is equal to the minimum transistor width
in this technology. However, in some cases a 0.16 m granularity may be chosen, especially when the energy–delay performance is sensitive to a specific transistor like the passgate in the
TGPL. The HSPICE simulations are fully managed and automated by a tool written in PERL which provides a complete set
of energy-efficient characteristics for a particular CSE. This task
is usually performed by circuit optimizers such as in [7], [9], and
[10]. Our tool also checks for output noise, when a certain combination of transistor sizes generates unacceptable glitches the
tool rejects the design.
During the simulations, the clock load varies because the
slope of the clock input to the CSE is kept constant to a FO2
clock slope (Fig. 18) and the size of the clock driver is automatically updated for each simulated sizing configuration. This constant clock slope policy is typically used to maintain clocking
uncertainties within system specifications. However, to moderate the discrepancies, the energy spent by the clock driver is
accounted for as an approximation of the energy impact on the
clock distribution due to the internal CSE clock load.

A. Delay Quantification
Since the delay of a CSE depends on the delay between the
data and clock arrivals [1], the simulation procedure must determine the setup time for each transistor size combination. Nedovic et al. [18] showed that a minimum D–Q delay zone is flat
for at least 10 ps of data-to-clock variation for all CSEs presented in Section III in the same technology. The granularity
chosen for the simulations performed in this work was set to
5 ps, which yields a negligible minimum D-to-Q delay error
versus setup time.

B. Energy Quantification
The energy is measured by integrating the supply current of
the CSE,
, the clock driver,
, and the data
driver(s),
, over the clock cycle time
at the nominal supply voltage. The elements of this breakdown are shown
in gray in Fig. 18 as well as in (1) for a transition from to
logic level, where
. Note that
in (1) stands

(2)
The total energy for any desired activity factor is obtained
by combining the four transition cases (
and
) with appropriate weight factors, as shown in (2).
The cycle time of 1 ns is chosen for the simulation. For this technology node, the offset in energy due to leakage is negligible.
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